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Steel America is now an AISC Certified Fabricator of Hydraulic
Steel Structures! 

 

What does that mean for Steel America and its customers?...
The purpose of the AISC Hydraulic Steel Structures program is to confirm 
to owners, the design community, the construction industry and the public that a 
certified hydraulic steel structures fabrication facility has the personnel, 
organization, experience, documented procedures, knowledge, equipment and 
commitment to produce fabricated steel of the quality required for hydraulic steel structures.

This program is applicable to the following types of hydraulic steel structures: Lockgates
(miter gates, vertical-lift gates, sector gates, roller gates and submersible tainter gates), 
spillway gates, bulkheads, needle beams, lock culvert valves, and stop-logs used 
in navigation, flood control or hydro-power projects and similar structures.
 
This certification offers assistance to the hydraulic structures professionals, owners, 
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general contractors, and other interested parties in assessing a fabricator's capability to 
satisfy project quality needs.

The Quality Management System of the fabrication facilities (not products) is certified. 
The certification should not be understood as a product inspection of fabricated 
steel. Certification includes all functions of fabrication from receipt of contract through 
final delivery. 

Big things are moving around the yard.....
And when we say big we mean around 200 tons of steel....Caisson units 1 (100 tons) & 2 (90
tons) made their way to the west yard earlier this month with a little help from Berard, who moved
both pieces without incident. The evolution took approximately 8 hours to complete and was an
all hands effort. The caisson will remain in the west yard for the remainder of its fabrication, where
piping and pumps are being installed at this time. Unit 2 is scheduled to be placed on top of unit 1
within the week and welding and fabrication will continue. 

 

New Additions in the Machine Shop.....
Steel America is constantly looking at ways to grow and further our knowledge and capabilities to
ensure we are providing the best possible service to our customers. Over the last month we
added some new pieces of equipment to our Machine Shop to ensure that we have the capability
to meet customer demands while ensuring quality, maintaining our customers budget and meeting
their timelines. Those pieces of equipment include a new CNC Mill, CNC Lathe and a Horizontal
Boring Machine. All three of these pieces of equipment will help increase the capability and
productivity of our shops. To schedule a tour of our facility please send an email to
acloman@steelamerica.net or call 757-545-5311 x247. 
In Other News...

Barge Rentals
Are you in need of a barge for your upcoming project? Norfolk Barge, Co. has been a trusted source of
deck barge rentals for over 100 years. Conveniently located near the port in Norfolk, VA, Norfolk Barge
has classed and unclassed barges ranging in size from 24'x12'x3'6" to 160'x54'x8'. For any questions
or for more inforamtion, please contact Norfolk Barge at (757) 545-2414 x245 or visit
www.norfolkbarge.com. 

 

On the Road...
 HydroVision International 2018  was another success. We really appreciate all those that took the
time to stop by and speak to us about our capabilities. HVI attracts more than 3,000 attendees
representing over 300 companies from around the world. We always look forward to seeing all our
customers,partners, and vendors there. 
Also, don't forget to come see us at Power-Gen International 2018 in sunny Orlando, FL 

http://www.norfolkbarge.com.


(Dec. 4-6). 
For complimentary exhibit hall passes, contact Amanda Cloman (757-545-5311 x247 or
acloman@steelamerica.net).

Don't forget to stay connected via Social Media!

   
Your offer(s) should cover the basics — name of the product or service, price, terms of payment, time
limit, any incentives or guarantees and of course, how to get it. End your promotion with a kick —
consider a postscript to reinforce one of the key product or service benefits.
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